
Choose Blåkläder Safety shoes

EXPERIENCE
TRUE COMFORT



SHOE PRODUCTION TO THE MAX
Production of safety shoes in 
Blåkläder’s own shoe factory began 
in August 2022. The ambition is for 
the Sri Lanka factory to be able to 
produce over 700,000 pairs a year, 
all to deliver high-quality ergonomic 
safety shoes to new and existing 
customers.

“The shoe factory means that we can 
produce footwear under the same 
preconditions as our workwear, with 
complete control and the highest 
possible quality,” says Blåkläder 
Managing Director Anders Carlsson.

The decision to establish the footwear factory in 
the village of Ulapane outside Kandy, Sri Lanka, 
was made in 2021. In the summer of 2022, the 
doors opened to the ultra-modern facilities that 
now produce Blåkläder’s safety shoes.

“We want our customers to feel that investing 
in a footwear factory is an investment in peace 
of mind for them. Everything is being done the 
same way as in our other factories, the main 
focus being quality, function and sustainability,” 
says Carlsson.

Many are already aware that Blåkläder 
has been making sustainable, high-quality 
workwear since 1959, and in recent years 
the range has been extended to include safe, 
ergonomic, high-quality safety shoes. The 
existing collections are developed in line with 

market demand, and this also increases the 
demands on production –  demands that 
Blåkläder can now meet as the factory runs at 
full capacity.

“We want all our products to fit together. 
Clothing, footwear and gloves form a total 
concept that we can offer our customers, 
enhanced by our solutions for sustainability, 
production, logistics and the entire value chain. 
By continuing to develop outstanding products, 
we have an opportunity to be an even more 
important market player for our customers, 
and we’re working hard to achieve just that,” 
Carlsson explains.

The footwear factory in Sri Lanka employs about 
400 people. It is equipped with high-quality 
machinery and equipment from DESMA, with a 
production capacity of just over 700,000 pairs 
of shoes annually. Five production lines make 
uppers, and with an ultra-modern laboratory, 

Blåkläder can run tests to ensure that the level 
of quality that customers expect is met.

With its knowledge, drive and capability, the 
factory is the beating heart of Blåkläder’s 
footwear production.

“We know and understand our products, and 
we’ve built up our expertise in footwear to 
the same level we have in workwear. Safety 
shoes are, therefore, now fully integrated into 
our supply chain. We have a lot of respect 
and humility for all the amazing footwear 
manufacturers out there, but our given 
objective now is to challenge them and become 
at least as strong,” Anders Carlsson concludes.



Blåkläder safety shoes are developed in collaboration with the orthopedic clinic Camp Pro in Stockholm.

saFETY sHOEssaFETY sHOEs
THE STORY OF BLÅKLÄDER’S NEW 

COLLECTION
It started a couple of years ago with a phone 
call. “There are no really good safety shoes 
on the market, so you ought to make some.” 
The call to our MD Anders Carlsson came 
from an orthopaedist in Skåne province, 
southern Sweden. This set the ball rolling. 
Anders has a long background in footwear 
manufacturing, so he immediately put 
together a working group focusing on tech-
nical, functional and ergonomic aspects. The 
group then set about developing a brand new 
collection of safety footwear.
Each component has been carefully developed and 
assessed, and our safety footwear is of the same 
high quality as our other workwear. To ensure the 
very highest standards, our safety shoes have been 
developed from scratch. With our own last factory, 
developed alongside Fagus in Portugal, we have full 
control over the entire process – from foot-last to 
customer delivery.

INVISIBLE DETAILS HAVE A NOTICEABLE EFFECT
We want a good safety shoe to protect against more 
than sharp nails, adverse surfaces and external shock. 
Safety shoes should protect and prevent long-term 

complaints, giving the wearer the best possible conditions 
both at and away from work. Quite simply,   
it should be safety footwear for the future. 

To achieve our ambitious goals, we chose to work with 
Camp Pro. As one of the leading orthopaedic clinics 
in the Nordics, Camp Pro is able to change the way 
we think about safety footwear. Their orthopaedic 
engineers collectively have more than 600 years of 
experience in orthopaedics, foot biomechanics and 
rehabilitation. 

Various orthopaedic engineers at Camp Pro have 
worked with us to develop a foot-bed that offers 
stability in the foot and integration with the shoe, while 
retaining dynamics in the step. All to ease and prevent 
excess strain and oblique load, which can otherwise 
 affect the entire body. Using the right footwear for 
the job has several potential advantages, such as 
preventing and relieving knee and hip problems, heel 
spur pains, lower back pain and infl ammation. These 
aspects are just as important to consider as external 
infl uences. 

Our new footwear collection includes shoes for all 
users, whatever their fi eld of work. It’s a footwear 

collection for the future.

IMPERCEPTIBLE DECISIONS 
WITH NOTICEABLE EFFECT

     PRESERVE THE NATURAL SHOCK ABSORPTION

The foot naturally has a superior shock absorption. You do not want to remove this, but 

instead preserve it. With a well-chosen shock-absorbing material, comfort increases and 

reduces shock absorption from other parts of the body.

     STABILISATION THROUGHOUT THE STEP

The footbed is properly designed to provide dynamism and stability in the step, from the 

heel insertion, through the roll phase to the ejection phase. This whole movement has 

been optimized by orthopedic engineers from Camp Pro.

     WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OVER A LARGER SURFACE

The footbed is designed so the foot gets as large contact with the surface of the footbed 

and integration with the shoe as possible. It distributes the weight put on the foot and 

gives a supportive function and prevents musculoskeletal disorders.



RETRO
BLÅKLÄDER’S

RETRO are Blåkläder’s versatile all-round shoes with a classic look. 
The shoes and boots in the collection, which have high durability and 
comfort, are best suited for outdoor use and lighter work.

RETRO COLLECTION

COLLECTION

ALUMINIUM TOECAP

INSOLE IN PU-MATERIAL 
WITH ANATOMICAL SUPPORT

STEEL NAIL PENETRATION 
PROTECTION

SLIP-RESISTANT 
RUBBER  OUTSOLE

MOISTURE
ABSORPTION

RETRO COLLECTION

2432 SAFETY SHOE

Category:  .................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  .................................................................. RETRO
Fitting:  ........................................................................Normal
Sizes:  ...............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  .......................................................... Textile
Lining Material:  ..................................................... Polyester

Sole Material:  .....................................................PU/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Aluminium
Nail Penetration Protection:  .......................................Steel
Toe & Heel Protection: ...........................PU-coated leather
Fastening:  ...................................................................  Laces
Certifi cation:  ......................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S1P SRC

Safety shoe in a classic look from the Blåkläder RETRO collection. 

A supple shoe with a textile upper. The toe cap is made of aluminium and 
reinforced with KPU. The puncture resistance plate is steel and the outsole 
is rubber. The insole is anatomically designed for optimum foot support, 
made of PU with a moisture-absorbing surface material. 

Ideal for transport, warehouse, service, logistics and industrial jobs.

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

SIZE 8: 620g

MOISTURE
ABSORPTION

ALUMINIUM 
TOECAP

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

NEW



RETRO COLLECTION

2434 SAFETY BOOT KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

RETRO COLLECTION

2433 SAFETY SHOE
A protective shoe with a classic look from Blåkläder’s RETRO collection. 

An all-round shoe for outdoor use with high durability and comfort. Refl ective 
details on the sides make you and your shoes visible when needed. The insole 
has anatomical support, made of soft PU material covered with textile with good 
moisture absorption. The toe cap is made of aluminium and the penetration 
resistant midsole is made of steel, all to ensure safety.

This safety shoe is best suited for lighter work in building and construction, 
transport, maintenance, repair, and operation.

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

SIZE 8: 670g
SIZE 8: 690g

MOISTURE
ABSORPTION MOISTURE

ABSORPTION

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ................................................................. RETRO
Fitting:  ....................................................................... Normal
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  .....................................PU-coated leather
Lining Material:  .....................................Polyester 3D Mesh

Sole Material:  .....................................................PU/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Aluminium
Nail Penetration Protection:  .......................................Steel
Toe & Heel Protection: ...........................PU-coated leather
Fastening:  ...................................................................  Laces
Certifi cation:  ........................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ................................................................. RETRO
Fitting:  ....................................................................... Normal
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  .....................................PU-coated leather
Lining Material:  .....................................Polyester 3D Mesh

Sole Material:  .....................................................PU/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Aluminium
Nail Penetration Protection:  .......................................Steel
Toe & Heel Protection: ...........................PU-coated leather
Fastening:  ...................................................................  Laces
Certifi cation:  ........................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC  

A seriously good protective boot with a classic look from Blåkläder’s RETRO 
collection. A versatile outdoor boot whose durability and strength are of the 
highest class, combined with much-needed comfort. The boot has an aluminium 
toe cap and a steel penetration resistant midsole, which gives the wearer the 
protection needed for the toughest jobs. Refl ective details on the sides make 
you and your shoes visible when needed. The insole has anatomical support, 
made of soft PU material covered with textile with good moisture. The safety 
boot is ideally suited for lighter work on building and construction, transport, 
maintenance, repair, and operation.

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

ALUMINIUM 
TOECAP

ALUMINIUM 
TOECAP



KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

FREELOCK FUNCTION

ALUMINIUM TOECAP

INSOLE IN PU-MATERIAL 
WITH ANATOMICAL SUPPORT

TEXTILE NAIL PENETRATION
PROTECTION

SLIP-RESISTANT 
RUBBER  OUTSOLE

The ELITE collection consists of high-performance safety shoes 
and boots with very high durability and unsurpassed comfort.
These shoes protect your feet in the best way and guarantee you 
comfortable working days, both now and in the future.

ELITE COLLECTION

ELITE
BLÅKLÄDER’S

COLLECTION

MOISTURE
ABSORPTION

Open sandal with good protective capacity from Blåkläder’s ELITE collection. 

The insole is made of anatomically soft PU leather with good moisture 
absorption which in combination with the sandal design makes it extra 
suitable for indoor and outdoor work during the summer. The sandal 
opens and closes with velcro straps, has a toe cap in aluminium and a soft 
penetration resistant midsole that makes it extra movable. 

The protective sandal is best suited for work on construction, transport, 
maintenance, repair, and operation.

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

MOISTURE
ABSORPTION

SIZE 8: 635g

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

ELITE COLLECTION

2449 SAFETY SANDAL 

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  .................................................................... ELITE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ................................... Oily treated leather
Lining Material:  .....................................Polyester 3D Mesh

Sole Material:  ............................. PU/Nylon Shank/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Aluminium
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Heel Protection:  ............................................................. TPU
Fastening:  .......................................................Velcro Straps
Certifi cation:  ......................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S1P SRC

ALUMINIUM 
TOECAP



ELITE COLLECTION

2450 SAFETY SHOE 
High-performance safety shoe with very high durability from Blåkläder’s ELITE 
collection. This shoe is made in extremely durable natural leather that protects 
the foot in the best way possible through an aluminium toe cap, a soft penetration 
resistant midsole and extra TPU protection on the toe and heel part. Refl ective 
details on the side as well as the heel make you and your shoes visible when 
needed. The insole has anatomical support, made of soft PU material covered with 
textile with good moisture absorption which in combination with the shoe’s good 
breathability gives it an unbeatable overall impression. Best suited for outdoor 
work in construction, transport, maintenance, repair, and operation. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

ELITE COLLECTION

2451 SAFETY SHOE
A high-performance safety shoe with very high durability and Freelock function 
from Blåkläder’s ELITE collection. This shoe is made of a durable and smooth 
microfi ber and protects the foot in the best way with an aluminium toe cap, soft 
nail penetration protection, and TPU reinforced toe and heel part. Refl ective details 
on the side as well as the heel make you and your shoes visible when needed. 

The insole, with anatomical support, is made of a smooth PU material covered 
with a textile surface with good moisture absorption. The shoes are well suited 
for craftsmen within construction, plumbers, electricians, and maintenance.

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

SIZE 8: 685g

MOISTURE
ABSORPTION

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

MOISTURE
ABSORPTION

FREELOCK

SIZE 8: 705g

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  .................................................................... ELITE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ................................... Oily treated leather
Lining Material:  .....................................Polyester 3D Mesh

Sole Material:  ............................. PU/Nylon Shank/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Aluminium
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ................................................... TPU
Fastening:  ....................................................................Laces
Certifi cation:  ........................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC 

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  .................................................................... ELITE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ...................................................Microfi ber
Lining Material: ......................................Polyester 3D Mesh

Sole Material:  ............................. PU/Nylon Shank/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Aluminium
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection: .................................................... TPU
Fastening:  ...............................................................Freelock
Certifi cation:  ........................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC 

ALUMINIUM 
TOECAP

ALUMINIUM 
TOECAP



ELITE COLLECTION

2452 SAFETY BOOT
Protective boot in leather from Blåkläder’s ELITE collection that keeps what it 
promises. This ankle-high boot of the highest class guarantees very high durability 
and above all the necessary protection. The ankle section in soft padding provides 
great stability while the toe cap in aluminium, the soft penetration resistant midsole 
and the extra TPU-protected toe and heel parts guarantee safety. 

The insole has anatomical support, made of soft PU material covered with textile 
with good moisture absorption. Refl ective areas are on the heel and side. Best suited 
for outdoor work in construction, transport, maintenance, repair, and operation. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

ELITE COLLECTION

2453 SAFETY BOOT
A high-performance safety boot with very high durability and Freelock 
function from Blåkläder’s ELITE collection. This shoe is made of a durable 
and smooth microfi ber and protects the foot in the best way possible with an 
aluminium toe cap, soft nail penetration protection, and TPU reinforced toe 
and heel part. Refl ective details on the side as well as the heel make you and 
your shoes visible when needed. 

The insole, with anatomical support, is made of a smooth PU material covered 
with a textile surface with good moisture absorption. The shoes are well suited 
for craftsmen within construction, plumbers, electricians, and maintenance.

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

MOISTURE
ABSORPTION

SIZE 8: 710g

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

SIZE 8: 720g

MOISTURE
ABSORPTION

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  .................................................................... ELITE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ................................... Oily treated leather
Lining Material:  .....................................Polyester 3D Mesh

Sole Material:  ............................. PU/Nylon Shank/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Aluminium
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ................................................... TPU
Fastening:  ....................................................................Laces
Certifi cation:  ........................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC 

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  .................................................................... ELITE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ...................................................Microfi ber
Lining Material:  .....................................Polyester 3D Mesh

Sole Material:  ............................. PU/Nylon Shank/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Aluminium
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ................................................... TPU
Fastening:  ...............................................................Freelock
Certifi cation:  ........................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC 

FREELOCK

ALUMINIUM 
TOECAP

ALUMINIUM 
TOECAP



ELITE COLLECTION

2454 SAFETY SHOE
A durable shoe with a membrane that keeps you dry in wet environments. This 
shoe is made of a smooth, high-quality, full-grain leather for your best comfort. 

With a textile nail penetration protection, aluminium toe cap and TPU reinforced 
toe and heel part, the shoe is made for tough conditions. The insole, with 
anatomical support, is made of a smooth PU material, covered with a textile 
surface with good moisture absorption. The PU membrane will keep you dry 
throughout the day and the Freelock makes it easy to jump in and out of the shoes. 

The shoe is well suited for craftsmen within construction, plumbers, electricians, 
and maintenance.

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

ELITE COLLECTION

2455 SAFETY BOOT
A durable boot with a membrane that keeps you dry in wet environments. 
This boot is made of a smooth, high-quality, full-grain leather for your best 
comfort. With a textile nail penetration protection, aluminium toe cap and TPU 
reinforced toe and heel part, the boot is made for tough conditions. The insole, 
with anatomical support, is made of a smooth PU material covered with a 
textile surface with good moisture absorption. The Freelock makes it easy to 
jump in and out of the shoes. 

Best suited for outdoor work in construction, transport, maintenance, repair, 
and operation.

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

WATERPROOFWATERPROOF

SIZE 8: 740gSIZE 8: 680g

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

FREELOCKFREELOCK

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  .................................................................... ELITE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ....................................... Full grain leather
Lining Material:  .....................................Polyester 3D Mesh

Sole Material:  ............................. PU/Nylon Shank/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Aluminium
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ................................................... TPU
Fastening:  ...............................................................Freelock
Certifi cation:  .....................EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC WR 

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  .................................................................... ELITE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ....................................... Full grain leather
Lining Material:  .....................................Polyester 3D Mesh

Sole Material:  ............................. PU/Nylon Shank/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Aluminium
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe & Heel protection: .................................................... TPU
Fastening:  ...............................................................Freelock
Certifi cation:  .....................EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC WR 

ALUMINIUM 
TOECAP

ALUMINIUM 
TOECAP



ELITE COLLECTION

2456 WINTER SAFETY BOOT
A high winter boot with a lining of wool/polyester, leather of the best quality, 
and membrane so you keep your feet warm and dry during cold winter days. 
With textile nail protection, aluminum toe cap and TPU-reinforced toe and 
heel cover, this shoe handles tough environments in a good way. Nitrile rubber 
outsole for maximum durability. The insole, which is anatomically designed for 
the best comfort, is made of a soft PU material and covered by warm lining. 
Best suited for outdoor work in construction, transport, maintenance, repair, 
and operation. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

A high winter boot in high-quality leather and with a membrane so that you keep 
your feet warm and dry during cold winter days.

With textile nail penetration protection, aluminium toe cap and TPU-reinforced 
toe and heel cover, this shoe handle challenging environments in a good way. 
Nitrile rubber outsole for maximum durability. The insole, which is anatomically 
designed for the best comfort, is made of a soft PU material.

Best suited for outdoor work in construction, transport, maintenance, repair and 
operation.

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

ELITE COLLECTION

2457 WINTER SAFETY BOOT

WATERPROOFWATERPROOF

SIZE 8: 850gSIZE 8: 880g

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  .................................................................... ELITE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ....................................... Full grain leather
Lining Material:  .......................................... Wool, Polyester

Sole Material:  ................................PU/Nylon Shank/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................ Aluminium
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ................................................... TPU
Fastening:  ......................................................Laces | Zipper
Certifi cation:  ........EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC HRO WR CI 

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  .................................................................... ELITE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  .............................................................................. 2-13
Upper Material:  ....................................... Full grain leather
Lining Material:  .................................................. Thinsulate

Sole Material:  ................................PU/Nylon Shank/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................ Aluminium
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ................................................... TPU
Fastening:  ......................................................Laces | Zipper
Certifi cation:  ........EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC HRO WR CI

ALUMINIUM 
TOECAP

ALUMINIUM 
TOECAP



ASPHALT COLLECTION

2459 SAFETY BOOT
WELDING COLLECTION

2458 SAFETY BOOT
A boot made especially for work with asphalt. It’s made of strong, durable leather 
with a smooth outsole made of nitrile rubber that can manage temperatures up 
to 300°C. Inside the sole, there is a heat-protective foil, and the nail penetration 
protection is made of soft textile. 

The insole, with anatomical support, is made of a smooth PU material covered 
with a textile surface with good moisture absorption. The Freelock function, 
covered with a leather tongue, fastened by two velcro straps, makes it easy to 
jump in and out of the shoes.

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

A welding boot made of durable leather, with an outsole in nitrile rubber that 
can withstand temperatures up to 300°C. A foil heat shield is built into the sole 
construction. The toe cap is made of composite, and the penetration protection 
plate of a textile material. The Freelock solution makes it nice and easy to put 
the boots on and take them off, and it’s covered and protected by a leather-clad 
tongue that fastens with Velcro. The insole, anatomically designed for optimum 
comfort, is made of a soft PU material and has a textile upper with good moisture 
absorption.

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

WATERPROOF

SIZE 8: 740g

COMPOSITE
TOECAP

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

FREELOCK
MOISTURE

ABSORPTION

COMPOSITE
TOECAP

FREELOCK

SIZE 8: 710g

NAIL 
PENETRATION
PROTECTION

NEW

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ..............................................................ASPHALT
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ....................................... Full grain leather
Lining Material:  .....................................Polyester 3D Mesh

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ............................................................. WELDING
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ....................................... Full grain leather
Lining Material:  .....................................Polyester 3D Mesh

Sole Material:  .......................................................PU/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................ Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Fastening:  .....................................Freelock | Velcro Straps
Certifi cation:  ........... EN ISO 20345:2011 S2 P SRA HRO HI 

Sole Material:  .......................................................PU/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................ Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Fastening:  .....................................Freelock | Velcro Straps
Certifi cation:  ....... EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC HRO HI WG



KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

FREELOCK FUNCTION

COMPOSITE TOECAP

INSOLE IN PU-MATERIAL 
WITH ANATOMICAL SUPPORT

TEXTILE NAIL PENETRATION 
PROTECTION

SLIP-RESISTANT NITRILE 
RUBBER OUTSOLE

A quality shoe with a tough upper material and KPU reinforcements. 
Particularly suitable for outdoor work in construction, transport,  
maintenance, repair and operation.

GECKO COLLECTION

gECkO
BLÅKLÄDER’S

COLLECTION

MOISTURE 
ABSORPTION

MOISTURE 
ABSORPTION

TOECAP 
COMPOSITE

FREELOCK

A quality shoe in a very strong textile upper material with reflective threads and 
KPU-reinforced toe and heel parts. The Freelock solution makes it easy and 
smooth to get in and out of the shoes. The outsole is made of nitrile rubber for 
best durability and the textile nail protection also meets the tough requirements 
of EN 22568-4 with 3 mm nails. The toe cap is made of composite. The insole, 
which is anatomically designed for the best comfort, is made of a soft PU 
material and has a textile upper with good moisture absorption. Best suited for 
outdoor work in construction, transport, maintenance, repair, and service. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

GECKO COLLECTION

2470 SAFETY SHOE

SIZE 8: 610g

NAIL  
PENETRATION 
PROTECTION

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ..................................................................GECKO
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ..........................................................Textile
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Sole Material:  ................................PU/Nylon Shank/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................ Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ...................................................KPU
Fastening:  ...............................................................Freelock
Certification:  ...................EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC HRO

 



A quality shoe that is made of a very strong recycled material that also has 
protection around the KPU to withstand harsh environments. The Freelock 
solution makes it easy and smooth to get in and out of the shoes. The outsole 
is made of nitrile rubber for best durability and the textile nail trample also 
meets the tough requirements of EN 22568-4 with 3 mm nails. The toe cap 
is made of composite. The insole, which is anatomically designed for the 
best comfort, is made of a soft PU material and has a textile upper with 
good moisture absorption. The shoe is well suited for craftsmen within 
construction, plumbers, electricians, and maintenance. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.
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GECKO COLLECTION

2471 SAFETY SHOE
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FREELOCK

SIZE 8: 640g

NAIL  
PENETRATION 
PROTECTION

GECKO COLLECTION

2474 SAFETY SHOE

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ..................................................................GECKO
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ..........................................................Textile
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Sole Material:  ................................ PU/Nylon Shank/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................. Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  ..................................... Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ................................................... KPU
Fastening:  .....................................................................Laces 
Certification:  ....................EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC HRO 

A metal-free quality shoe, made of a very strong textile upper material with 
reflective threads, and KPU reinforcement on the toe and heel cap. The outsole 
is made of nitrile rubber for maximum durability, and the textile penetration 
protection plate meets the tough requirements of EN 22568-4 for 3 mm 
nails. The toe cap is made of composite. The insole, anatomically designed for 
optimum comfort, is made of a soft PU material and has a textile upper with 
good moisture absorption. These shoes are particularly suitable for outdoor 
work in construction, transport, maintenance, repair and operation. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

MOISTURE 
ABSORPTION

TOECAP 
COMPOSITE

SIZE 8: 600g

NAIL  
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METAL FREE

NEW

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ..................................................................GECKO
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ..........................................................Textile
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Sole Material:  ................................PU/Nylon Shank/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................ Composite
Nail Penetration Protection: ......................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ...................................................KPU
Fastening:  ...............................................................Freelock
Certification:  ...................EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC HRO

 



A quality shoe in microfiber that also has protection around the upper by KPU 
to withstand harsh environments. The Freelock solution makes it easy and 
smooth to get in and out of the shoes. The outsole is made of nitrile rubber for 
the best durability and the textile nail protection meets the tough requirements 
of EN 22568-4 with 3 mm nails. The toe cap is made of composite. The insole, 
which is anatomically designed for the best comfort, is made of a soft PU 
material and has a textile upper with good moisture absorption. The shoe is 
well suited for craftsmen within construction, transport, maintenance, repair, 
and service. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

KNEELING

BREATHABILITY

INDOOR

DUST & CONCRETE

WET AREAS

OUTDOOR

GECKO COLLECTION

2471 SAFETY SHOE
A quality shoe in microfiber that also has protection around the upper by 
KPU to withstand harsh environments. The Freelock solution makes it easy 
and smooth to get in and out of the shoes. The outsole is made of nitrile 
rubber for the best durability and the textile nail protection meets the 
tough requirements of EN 22568-4 with 3 mm nails. The toe cap is made of 
composite. The insole, which is anatomically designed for the best comfort, 
is made of a soft PU material and has a textile upper with good moisture 
absorption. The shoe is well suited for craftsmen within construction, 
transport, maintenance, repair, and service..

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.
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GECKO COLLECTION

2471 SAFETY SHOE

MOISTURE 
ABSORPTION
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TOECAP 
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TOECAP 
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FREELOCKFREELOCK

SIZE 8: 640gSIZE 8: 640g
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PROTECTION

NAIL  
PENETRATION 
PROTECTION

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ..................................................................GECKO
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ...................................................Microfiber
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Sole Material:  ................................PU/Nylon Shank/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................ Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ...................................................KPU
Fastening:  ...............................................................Freelock
Certification:  ...................EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC HRO

 

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ..................................................................GECKO
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ...................................................Microfiber
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Sole Material:  ................................PU/Nylon Shank/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................ Composite
Nail Penetration Protection: ......................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ...................................................KPU
Fastening:  ...............................................................Freelock
Certification:  ...................EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC HRO

 



Category:  .................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ...................................................................GECKO
Fitting:  ............................................................................ Wide
Sizes:  ...............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  .......................................................... Textile
Lining Material:  ..................................................... Polyester

Sole Material:  ................................PU/Nylon Shank/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................ Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ...................................................KPU
Stängning:  ..............................................................Freelock
Certification:  ................ EN ISO 20345:2011 S1P SRC HRO

A spacious safety shoe with mesh panels on the sides, to keep feet cool in warm and 
dry weather conditions, or indoors. The upper is made of durable textile, and also has an 
all-round shield in KPU to withstand tough environments. The Freelock solution makes 
it nice and easy to put the shoes on and take them off. The toe cap is made of composite. 
The outsole is made of nitrile rubber for maximum durability, and the textile penetration 
protection plate meets the tough requirements of EN 22568-4 for 3 mm nails. The insole, 
anatomically designed for optimum comfort, is made of a soft PU material and 
has a textile upper with good moisture absorption. These shoes are particularly 
suitable for work in construction, transport, maintenance, repair and operation. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

GECKO COLLECTION

2472 SAFETY SHOE
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GECKO COLLECTION

2472 SAFETY SHOE

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ..................................................................GECKO
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ..........................................................Textile
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Sole Material:  ................................ PU/Nylon Shank/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................. Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  ..................................... Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ................................................... KPU
Fastening:  ................................................................Freelock
Certification:  ................. EN ISO 20345:2011 S1P SRC HRO

A spacious safety shoe with mesh panels on the sides, to keep feet cool in warm and 
dry weather conditions, or indoors. The upper is made of durable textile, and also has an 
all-round shield in KPU to withstand tough environments. The Freelock solution makes 
it nice and easy to put the shoes on and take them off. The toe cap is made of composite. 
The outsole is made of nitrile rubber for maximum durability, and the textile penetration 
protection plate meets the tough requirements of EN 22568-4 for 3 mm nails. The 
insole, anatomically designed for optimum comfort, is made of a soft PU material 
and has a textile upper with good moisture absorption. These shoes are particularly 
suitable for work in construction, transport, maintenance, repair and operation. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.
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A quality boot in tough, supple microfibre which also has an all-round shield 
in KPU to withstand tough environments. The Freelock solution makes it 
nice and easy to put the boots on and take them off. The outsole is made of 
nitrile rubber for maximum durability, and the textile penetration protection 
plate meets the tough requirements of EN 22568-4 for 3 mm nails. The toe 
cap is made of composite. The insole, anatomically designed for optimum 
comfort, is made of a soft PU material and has a textile upper with good 
moisture absorption. These boots are particularly suitable for outdoor work 
in construction, transport, maintenance, repair and operation. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

GECKO COLLECTION

2473 SAFETY BOOT
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GECKO COLLECTION

2473 SAFETY BOOT

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ..................................................................GECKO
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ...................................................Microfiber
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ..................................................................GECKO
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ...................................................Microfiber
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Sole Material:  ................................ PU/Nylon Shank/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................. Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  ..................................... Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ................................................... KPU
Fastening:  ................................................................Freelock
Certification: ....................EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC HRO 

Sole Material:  ................................ PU/Nylon Shank/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................. Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  ..................................... Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ................................................... KPU
Fastening:  ................................................................Freelock
Certification: ....................EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC HRO 

A quality boot in tough, supple microfibre which also has an all-round shield 
in KPU to withstand tough environments. The Freelock solution makes it 
nice and easy to put the boots on and take them off. The outsole is made of 
nitrile rubber for maximum durability, and the textile penetration protection 
plate meets the tough requirements of EN 22568-4 for 3 mm nails. The toe 
cap is made of composite. The insole, anatomically designed for optimum 
comfort, is made of a soft PU material and has a textile upper with good 
moisture absorption. These boots are particularly suitable for outdoor work 
in construction, transport, maintenance, repair and operation. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.
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A metal-free quality shoe in tough, supple microfibre which also has an all-round 
shield in KPU to withstand tough environments. The outsole is made of 
nitrile rubber for maximum durability, and the textile penetration protection 
plate meets the tough requirements of EN 22568-4 for 3 mm nails. The toe 
cap is made of composite. The insole, anatomically designed for optimum 
comfort, is made of a soft PU material and has a textile upper with good 
moisture absorption. These shoes are particularly suitable for outdoor work 
in construction, transport, maintenance, repair and operation. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

GECKO COLLECTION
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GECKO COLLECTION

2475 SAFETY SHOE
A metal-free quality shoe in tough, supple microfibre which also has an all-round 
shield in KPU to withstand tough environments. The outsole is made of 
nitrile rubber for maximum durability, and the textile penetration protection 
plate meets the tough requirements of EN 22568-4 for 3 mm nails. The toe 
cap is made of composite. The insole, anatomically designed for optimum 
comfort, is made of a soft PU material and has a textile upper with good 
moisture absorption. These shoes are particularly suitable for outdoor work 
in construction, transport, maintenance, repair and operation. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.
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Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ..................................................................GECKO
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material :  ..................................................Microfiber
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ..................................................................GECKO
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material :  ..................................................Microfiber
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Sole Material:  ................................ PU/Nylon Shank/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................. Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  ..................................... Textile
Fastening:  .....................................................................Laces
Certification: ....................EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC HRO

Sole Material:  ................................ PU/Nylon Shank/Nitrile
Toecap:  ................................................................. Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  ..................................... Textile
Fastening:  .....................................................................Laces
Certification: ....................EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 SRC HRO 



FREELOCK FUNCTION

COMPOSITE TOECAP

INSOLE IN PU-MATERIAL 
WITH ANATOMICAL SUPPORT

TEXTILE NAIL PENETRATION 
PROTECTION

SLIP-RESISTANT 
RUBBER OUTSOLE

Comfortable, supple, well-ventilated shoes that are ideal for working in 
 warehouse, service, logistics and industrial jobs.

CRADLE COLLECTION

CRadLE
BLÅKLÄDER’S

COLLECTION

MOISTURE 
ABSORPTION

sTEPs
During 40 years in working life

This is why it’s important to think about what you wear on your feet, because 
we want you to have a long and safe working life. Research shows that a lot of 
people suffer from musculoskeletal disorders. But obviously, these don’t appear 
overnight, they take time to develop.
This is just the kind of thing we had in mind when developing safety footwear 
for our customers. This is also why we work with the leading experts in the 
industry to make the best possible products. But we also realise, of course, 
that perfection takes time and patience, as with our other workwear. So we’re 
basically taking things one step at a time!

80 MILLION  



A spacious safety shoe with mesh panels on the sides, to keep feet cool in 
warm and dry weather conditions, or indoors. The Freelock solution makes 
it nice and easy to put the shoes on and take them off. The upper material is 
a durable microfi bre. The toe cap is made of composite and reinforced with 
KPU. The puncture resistance plate is a textile material and the outsole is 
rubber. The insole, anatomically designed for optimum comfort, is made of a 
soft PU material and has a textile upper with good moisture absorption. This 
shoe is ideal for warehouse, service, logistics and industrial jobs. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

CRADLE COLLECTION
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CRADLE COLLECTION

2440 SAFETY SHOE
A spacious safety shoe with mesh panels on the sides, to keep feet cool in 
warm and dry weather conditions, or indoors. The Freelock solution makes 
it nice and easy to put the shoes on and take them off. The upper material is 
a durable microfi bre. The toe cap is made of composite and reinforced with 
KPU. The puncture resistance plate is a textile material and the outsole is 
rubber. The insole, anatomically designed for optimum comfort, is made of a 
soft PU material and has a textile upper with good moisture absorption. This 
shoe is ideal for warehouse, service, logistics and industrial jobs. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.
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NEW NEW

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ................................................................CRADLE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ...................................................Microfi ber
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ................................................................CRADLE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ...................................................Microfi ber
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Sole Material:  ..............................PU/Nylon Shank/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe Protection: ................................................................KPU
Fastening:  ...............................................................Freelock
Certifi cation:  ......................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S1P SRC 

Sole Material:  ..............................PU/Nylon Shank/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Composite
Nail Penetration Protection: ......................................Textile
Toe Protection: ................................................................KPU
Fastening:  ...............................................................Freelock
Certifi cation:  ......................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S1P SRC



A supple, metal-free safety shoe with a textile upper. The toe cap is made 
of composite and reinforced with KPU. The puncture resistance plate is a 
textile material and the outsole is rubber. The insole, anatomically designed 
for optimum comfort, is made of a soft PU material and has a textile upper 
with good moisture absorption. This shoe is ideal for warehouse, service, 
logistics and industrial jobs. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.

CRADLE COLLECTION
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2441 SAFETY SHOE
A supple, metal-free safety shoe with a textile upper. The toe cap is made 
of composite and reinforced with KPU. The puncture resistance plate is a 
textile material and the outsole is rubber. The insole, anatomically designed 
for optimum comfort, is made of a soft PU material and has a textile upper 
with good moisture absorption. This shoe is ideal for warehouse, service, 
logistics and industrial jobs. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.
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Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ................................................................CRADLE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ..........................................................Textile
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ................................................................CRADLE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ..........................................................Textile
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Sole Material:  ..............................PU/Nylon Shank/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe Protection: ................................................................KPU
Fastening:  ....................................................................Laces
Certifi cation:  ......................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S1P SRC

Sole Material:  ..............................PU/Nylon Shank/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe Protection:   ...............................................................KPU
Fastening:  ....................................................................Laces
Certifi cation:  ......................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S1P SRC



CRADLE COLLECTION

2442 SAFETY SHOE
A flexible shoe with a textile upper and Freelock that makes it easy to quickly 
put on and take off the shoes. The toe cap is made of composite and reinforced 
with KPU, nail protection made of textile material, and the outsole in rubber. 
The insole, which is anatomically designed for the best comfort, is made of a 
soft PU material and has a textile upper with good moisture absorption. This 
shoe is best suited for work in warehousing, service, logistics, and industry.  

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.
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OUTDOOR

A flexible shoe with a textile upper and Freelock that makes it easy to 
quickly put on and take off the shoes. The toe cap is made of composite and 
reinforced with KPU, nail protection made of textile material, and the outsole 
in rubber. The insole, which is anatomically designed for the best comfort, 
is made of a soft PU material and has a textile upper with good moisture 
absorption. This shoe is best suited for work in warehousing, service, 
logistics, and industry. 

Women’s last in sizes 2–6.
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CRADLE COLLECTION

2442 SAFETY SHOE
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FREELOCKFREELOCK

SIZE 8: 610gSIZE 8: 610g
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Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ................................................................CRADLE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ..........................................................Textile
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Sole Material:  ..............................PU/Nylon Shank/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ...................................................KPU
Fastening:  ...............................................................Freelock
Certification:  ......................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S1P SRC

 

Category:  ................................................... Safety Footwear
Collection:  ................................................................CRADLE
Fitting:  ........................................................................... Wide
Sizes:  ..............................................................................2-13
Upper Material:  ..........................................................Textile
Lining Material:  .....................................................Polyester

Sole Material:  ..............................PU/Nylon Shank/Rubber
Toecap:  ................................................................ Composite
Nail Penetration Protection:  .....................................Textile
Toe & Heel Protection:  ...................................................KPU
Fastening:  ...............................................................Freelock
Certification:  ......................... EN ISO 20345:2011 S1P SRC

 



CRADLE COLLECTION

2467 ORIGINAL INSOLE 
GECKO & CRADLE

CRADLE COLLECTION

2462 ORIGINAL INSOLE 
RETRO & ELITE

CRADLE COLLECTION

2468 ORIGINAL  
SHOELACES

CRADLE COLLECTION

2469 ORIGINAL 
SHOELACES

CRADLE COLLECTION

B101 FREELOCK
REPAIR KIT

CRADLE COLLECTION

B102 FREELOCK
REPAIR KIT

Blåkläder original insole, validated for use with safety shoe 
collections Gecko, Cradle, Retro and Elite. It is anatomically designed 
in soft PU material for the best comfort. Textile upper with good 
moisture absorption. Ventilating ducts with perforations.  
Developed in collaboration with Camp Pro. ESD approved.

Blåkläder original insole, validated for use with safety shoe 
collections Retro, Elite, Gecko and Cradle. It is anatomically 
designed in soft PU material for the best comfort. Textile 
upper with perforations and good moisture absorption. 
Developed in collaboration with Camp Pro. ESD approved.

Blåkläder original shoelaces, for use in Blåkläder 
safety shoes and safety boots. Length 100-160 cm. 
Recommended lengths for low cut shoes: Size 2-6: 100 cm. 
Size 6,5-9,5: 105 cm. Size 11-13: 115 cm. Recommended 
lengths for mid cut boots: Size 2-6:  
140 cm. Size 6,5-9,5: 150 cm. Size 10-13: 160 cm.  
Available in colours black, black/orange, black/blue.

Complete repair kit for changing  
the Freelock system on Blåkläders  
safety boots.

Complete repair kit for changing  
the Freelock system on Blåkläders  
safety shoes.

Blåkläder original shoelaces, for use in Blåkläder 
winter boots. Length 160-180 cm. Recommended 
lengths for high cut boots: Size 2-6: 160 cm. Size 
6,5-9,5: 170 cm. Size 10-13: 180 cm.

140 cm
150 cm
160 cm

160 cm
170 cm
180 cm

2-6
6,5-9,5
10-13High boot

100 cm
105 cm
115 cm

MODEL

MODEL

SIZE

SIZE

LENGTH

LENGTH

2-6
6,5-9,5
10-13

2-6
6,5-9,5
10-13Low cut shoe

GUIDE SHOELACES

Mid cut boot



CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION!
Prästagärdet 3 | BOX 124 | 512 23 Svenljunga | Sweden | Tel.: +46 (0)325-66 19 00

www.blaklader.com | saljsupport@blaklader.com


